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Experiment Parameters at the ESRF
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Experiment parameters are stored at the dataset level

Investigation parameters:

- Figures: sample count, volume (total, acquisition, processed), file 
count (total, acquisition, processed)

- Identifier used in the User Portal 

Sample parameters:

- Figures: volume (total, acquisition, processed), file count (total, 
acquisition, processed)

- Information from the User Portal: identifier, acronym, description, 
safety information



Dataset parameters

- Stored in the ICAT database: to make them searchable and accessible
- Following Nexus conventions
- XML file describing the mapping between ICAT database and the 

master file in HDF5 format
- Technique specific information as NXsubentry based keys
- 12 techniques: SAXS, MX, EM, PTYCHO, FLUO, TOMO, MRT, HOLO, 

WAXS, HTXRPD, SXDM, BCDI
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Data 
acquisition Ingester ICAT

send send



Nexus conventions
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Xml mapping file

https://gitlab.esrf.fr/icat/hdf5-master-config

TechniqueName_entryName



Example 1
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ID22 - experiment dataset parameters

No experiment parameters, definition (technique) is empty



Example 2
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ID16A - experiment dataset 
parameters



Example 3
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Human Organ Atlas 
(processed) dataset parameters



Dataset parameters

Link between raw and processed datasets: 
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Processing / Workflow Add metadata input_datasets with the (list of) path(s) of raw data

Ingester Match path and raw dataset ids (input_datasetIds) 
Add metadata on raw datasets (output_datasetIds, output_datasets)

BM29 display raw/processed data

Allows us to display processed data in the data portal:



Dataset parameters
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Match pth and raw dataset ids (input_datasetIds) 
Add metadata on raw datasets (output_datasetIds, output_datasets)

Processing and workflow information



ICAT Experiment parameters representation

Experiment Parameters in ICAT

- Store all metadata at the dataset level (including processing job): is it 
the right way? 

- Do we need to have relations between parameters?
- Units: what is the best way to handle them?
- Search by parameters: performance?
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Samples at the ESRF
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USER PORTAL
- Declare sampleSheet
- Safety validation synchronization

Current situation

DATA ACQUISITION
- Dataset, Sample push

SAMPLE TRACKING
- In ICAT and in ISPyB
- Possibly links with SampleSheet

ICAT

ICAT

Sample information are 
stored into SampleParameter: 
UP identifier, description, 
acronym, safety

SampleSheet

Samples (data 
acquisition)



Samples at the ESRF

Issues

- How to deal with a large number of samples?
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Manual input of the sample, 
one by one

CSV upload, online 
spreadsheet



Samples at the ESRF

Issues

- Link with data acquisition sample
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CSV upload, online 
spreadsheet

Add information about 
experiment plan, 
processing plan

DATA ACQUISITION
need to retrieve sample 
information from ICAT (list 
of a pre-declared samples)

ICAT



ICAT Sample representation

Sample in ICAT

- How to represent sampleSheet vs sample?
- SampleType is not used:

- Sample has 1 sampleType (does not fit with sampleSheet)
- SampleType.molecularFormula is mandatory (#239)

- Need to store experiment plan, processing plan (different from one 
beamline/technique to another)
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